‘FOREVER IN MY HEART’
Synopsis
After a year of working at O’Hanlon’s Inn in Ireland, Jenna Murphy (Merritt Patterson) prepares
to move back to America. She and her boyfriend, Charlie O’Hanlon (Jack Turner), plan to stay
together but they know the distance will make it difficult. Right when Charlie is about to give
her a promise ring, she tells him that she has accepted a job in Ohio. Five years later and no
longer with Charlie, Jenna has found success in the hospitality industry. Her colleague and
boyfriend, Dave (Blake Berris), sends her to Ireland to pitch a new hotel property for their
chain. Even more exciting: He proposes! Though Jenna has doubts about how her new
fiancé’s jet-setting lifestyle will fit into her future, she says yes.
On her way to see her friends at O’Hanlon’s, Jenna meets Molly (Ingrid Craigie), who is headed
there to meet an old friend. Inn owner Patrick O’Hanlon (David Herlihy), pal Katherine (Róisín
O’Donovan), and Charlie’s band mate Liam (Emmett Byrne) are thrilled to see Jenna. After
overcoming initial awkwardness, Charlie shares with Jenna his plans to take over at the
O’Hanlon Inn when Patrick retires. When Patrick breaks his ankle, Jenna volunteers to help
Charlie with the rush of guests expected in town for a music festival. She helps with a neverending to do list and works inspiration from O’Hanlon’s into her new hotel pitch.
Just as Jenna and Patrick fall into a familiar rhythm, Dave arrives to surprise Jenna. Whereas
Jenna and Charlie tend to see eye-to-eye, Jenna and Dave do not on issues such as their
wedding and the direction of Jenna’s presentation. Learning of the inn’s struggles, Dave offers
to buy it. Though Charlie turns him down, Jenna is upset that Dave went behind her back.
Realizing they are not aligned about their future, Jenna and Dave end their engagement.
Meanwhile, Patrick tells Charlie about losing the love of his life and tells Charlie he is lucky he
has a second chance with Jenna. Later, Molly tells Jenna and Katherine that the old friend she
was planning on visiting was really her old flame and that sometimes true love takes patience.
Jenna and Charlie continue to work together and grow closer. Jenna is touched when Charlie
coordinates a surprise meeting between her and family members of her late father’s. Later, at
Charlie and Liam’s performance, Molly and Patrick see one another and each immediately
realize the other was their former love. They pick up right where they left off years before.
With love in the air, Charlie sings a song that he wrote for Jenna.
While they are running errands for the Inn, Jenna and Charlie stop in the jewelry store where
Charlie bought the ring that he never gave to Jenna. Jenna discovers that Charlie let her go
five years ago because he didn’t want to hold her back from her dreams. Now, having
experienced life with Charlie and without, Jenna must decide between her fast-paced job in
America or her life with Charlie working at O’Hanlon’s Inn.
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